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NIFTY Support at 21900!! 
Index at make or break Zone

As we expected last week, NIFTY underwent sharp correction last week taking the 
index to sub 22000 levels. But recovery buying in NIFTY on last Friday again put 
bulls in control. As long as NIFTY is above 21900 bulls will be in control of the 
index. 

This week’s Sixth Sense sheds light on the key levels to be surpassed for starting 
next high momentum move for the index. 

Similarly, we have detailed the possible move in BANKNIFTY in the near term. 

This week’s Manage Your Monday Morning Trade Section features NIFTY index 
itself. We sincerely hope the suggested trade will be informative for the users.

Once again thanks a lot for your love and support,

Thanks and Regards,

Team Qartelz



(NIFTY Support and Breakout Levels for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

Manage Your Monday Morning Trade (NIFTY) 
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)
People often ask the question “how to get clarity on next day’s Market movement”. We are giving 
you a solution in this section. 

First, let us have a look at the most important support and resistance level for NIFTY on Monday

As per the information given above, NIFTY might be finding strong support at 22039. If 
the index breaks below 21935, we may expect the bearish cycle to be continued.



(Analysis of Nifty Hourly Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

NIFTY Weekly Outlook!! 
NIFTY Crucial Support at 21900
NIFTY has been in a correction mode in the last week and briefly broke below the crucial support 
at 21900 on Friday, only to recover from the lows. NIFTY has to break out above 22165 to enter 
short term bullish cycle

Any corrections in the index in the short term will find support at 21900. But a break below 
21900 levels can be signaling a bearish cycle extension in NIFTY.



NIFTY Bearish Cycle Extension Possibility

(Analysis of Nifty Bearish Cycle Extension Possibility Source: www.investing.com)

NIFTY next daily support is at 21720. If the index breaks below crucial support at 21720, bearish 
cycle may be extended and might find support at 21352. Support at 21352 is crucial and if the 
index is still weak, there can be quick fall below 21000 levels. 



NIFTY Bearish Cycle Extension Possibility

(Nifty Bullish Possibility Source: www.investing.com)

NIFTY crucial resistance in the short term is at 22161. If this resistance is broken, index might find 
crucial resistance at 22579. A break-out above this level can only lead to restart of bullish cycle 



BANKNIFTY Last Week Prediction (As per our Sixth Sense Analysis)

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Daily Chart; Possibility of a Downward Break down Source:www.investing.com)

As per our last week’s analysis, BANKNIFTY was supposed to take support at 46570. The index 
exactly took support at those levels and bounced from the said levels. 



BANKNIFTY Actual Chart for the last Week

As shown above, BANKNIFTY took support at 47100 and recovered to next crucial level at 
47729. A strong break out above this level indicates possibility of bullish momentum in the index. 
On the other hand if the index is weak, it should break down below 46570 and trend lower.

(BANKNIFTY Actual Chart for last week, Source: www.investing.com)



 Short Term Levels

If the index is weak, it might break 47211 levels and trend lower. A close below 46937 indicates 
bearish cycle extension and BANKNIFTY might drift lower to 45000 levels.

(BANKNIFTY Short term supports, Source: www.investing.com)
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